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Introduction
Cryptographic assets and initial coin offering, (hereinafter referred to as "ICO")
The world is still developing, but has endless possibilities. ICO refers to financing and

crowdfunding by issuing coins (digital tokens and cryptocurrencies) .As of June 2018, the
amount of ICO procurement reached more than $ 9.4 billion, and ICO procurement last
year 2017 Over 6 billion in six months. (Source: “Coin schedule Limited” on June 2, 2018)
Some have pointed out that the ICO boom has ended as these ICOs are showing off. Of
course, the issues surrounding the ICO are still piled up, and it‘s understandable that
some people have that kind of view.
However, if asked if the ICO has the potential to create an economic sphere, we respond

that the possibilities are great. This is because with the advancement of blockchain
technology, more products are considering funding such as ICO as one of the means.
While the ICO's activities are being regulated, its convenience is irreplaceable, and it will
not take long for the ICO to be considered an effective and democratic form of financing.

However, there have been cases in which crypto assets issued by the ICO have become
worthless. This is often due to the lack of “liquidity” of the issued crypto assets. The
value of money is inherently based on trust, and that trust is formed by liquidity.
In other words, trust can be created and value can be created because it can be
exchanged for something different.
We feel that there are so many crypto assets that this simple but important element is
missing.
Therefore, we thought that in order to realize the true value of crypto assets, it is

necessary for anyone to easily settle and form a liquid community. That is the
“cryptomall”. In other words, we aim to form a “cryptomall” community, provide
liquidity to various crypto assets, and contribute to the human culture.
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Chapter 1
Global e-commerce market size

Chapter 1 Global e-commerce market size
Global e-commerce is expanding in every country, region and area. Behind the
background are the spread of devices such as smartphones, the increase in the Internet
population, the enhancement of marketplaces and distribution systems, the response to
diversification of payment functions, and the development of online shopping
infrastructure (Internet access points Increase “,” Cross-border EC opportunities increase
“and so on.

Section 1 E-Commerce Annual Usage Per Capita in the United States

Item 1

E-commerce in the United States

The US e-commerce market was the world leader in 2018 with $ 7 trillion 55 billion, of

which business to business (“B to B”) is $ 6 trillion 443billion. In the United States,
Amazon (Amazon), which has a global monopoly on business-to-consumer transactions
(hereinafter referred to as “B to C”), and individual transactions (Consumer to Consumer,
hereinafter “C to C”) EBay) and e-commerce platforms such as eBay have gained a high
market share. (Source: JETORO Japan External Trade Organization—E-Commerce Market
Survey in the United States (March 2018))
In recent years, startups in many fields, including Uber, have entered the e-commerce
market, leading to intensified competition. In addition, shopping chains such as Walmart

and Target, and apparel retailers such as Macy‘s and Nordstrom have begun using EC
platforms due to the slump in road stores.
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Item 2

Annual E-Commerce Usage Per Capita in the United States

E-commerce users in the United States are up to 220 million (2017). These users spend $
360.3 billion (approximately ¥ 39 trillion 6330 billion yen) of e-commerce market sales
annually, and the average per-user e-commerce usage is $ 1,125 (approximately ¥
127,000yen). (Source: statista.com, meti.go.jp, retail.emarketer.com)
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Section 2
Item 1

Annual E-Commerce Usage Per Capita in China

Electronic commerce in China

China‘s e-commerce market has exploded and is currently the world’s largest ecommerce market. The e-commerce market has expanded as a result of a major Chinese
company developing a dedicated cross-border e-commerce site. With the development of
a cross-border e-commerce site, the B2B market for cross-border e-commerce has
expanded.
In 2013, Alibaba Group, a leading Chinese e-commerce company, launched "Tmall
Global", and in 2014, Jingdong group launched "JD Worldwide". With the participation of

these major companies, Chinese users can now purchase products of Japanese companies
directly in China, and at a selling price that adds transportation costs to the price in Japan.
Not knowing that the momentum will stop, on the day when the EC site called “Single
Day” on November 11, 2018 will carry out a large-scale promotional event, “Tmall
Global” operated by Alibaba Group will One day, 213.5 billion yuan (approximately 3.4
trillion yen), and the Jingdong Group‘s “Jingdong mall (JD.com)” sold 153.7 billion
yuan (approximately 2.5 trillion) a day. (Source: 43rd China Internet Development Statistics
Report)

Item 2

Annual e-commerce spending per capita in China

The number of e-commerce users in China will be 610.11 million (as of December
2018).These users spend $ 1115.3 billion ( 122.6 trillion yen) in e-commerce market sales
annually, and China‘s e-commerce usage per capita averages $ 1828(Approximately

201,000 yen) per capita It has become.
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Section 3

Item 1

E-commerce Market in Korea

E-commerce in Korea

According to eMarketer‘s research on the size of the e-commerce market, the B2C
transaction value in South Korea in 2017 was $ 56.3 billion (6.1 trillion yen),You can see that

20.9% is growing rapidly from the previous year.
South Korea is growing this way becauseSince 2000, the transition to high-speed Internet
networks, cable television, credit card payments, and the home delivery business have
grown rapidly.
In addition, efforts are being made to develop and expand distribution bases so that
products ordered on the Internet can be delivered on the same day, and to make shipping
charges free, which has also stimulated the market.
CHANGES IN THE KOREAN EC MARKET SCALE
EC market size
(millions of US dollars)
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Item 2

Per capita annual e-commerce spending in Korea

The number of Internet users in Korea is 48.93 million (2017). These users consume $
56.3 billion (6.1 trillion yen) in e-commerce market sales annually, and the average ecommerce usage per person in South Korea is $ 1828 per person (about ¥ 124,000 yen) It

has become.
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Section 4

Item 1

E-commerce market in Japan

Electronic commerce in Japan

In recent years, in Japan, individual EC (C to C-EC) is expanding its market share as one
of the EC channels. The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry has been conducting

CtoC-EC market scale estimation since 2016.The size of the net auction market in 2017 was
¥1 trillion 120 billion yen (The year before last, it was 1,84.9 billion yen, an increase of 3.2%
over the previous year)，Of this, the C to C portion was 356.9 billion yen (The year before
last it was 345.8 billion yen, an increase of 3.2% over the previous year).

In addition, the market size of the Flea Market app has rapidly increased to 483.5 billion
yen (The previous year was 305.2 billion yen, an increase of 58.4% over the previous year)
，In just five years, the huge market of less than 500 billion yen has been formed since
2012 when the Flima App first appeared.
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Item 2

Annual e-commerce usage per capita in Japan

The number of online shopping users in Japan is 73.36 million (2018). These users spend
$ 163.49 billion (¥ 17,984.5 billion yen) in e-commerce market sales annually, and the
average e-commerce usage per capita in Japan is $ 2,228.6 per person (approximately
245,000 Yen).
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Section 5
Item 1

Summary
Future Market

Worldwide BtoC EC Market Size by Country (2017)
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In the e-commerce market, in addition to search engines such as Google and Yahoo, the
spread of SNS such as Twitter and Instagram has enabled consumers to easily search for
what they want to buy. The market is expected to expand further. Also，PCs，

smartphones, and tablet PCs, which are closely linked to e-commerce, are now
indispensable tools for deciding consumer behavior.

Item 2

The concept of "cryptomall"

As described above, in view of the ever-growing e-commerce market, “cryptomall”
was created under the concept of an EC mall without borders.
Also，A major feature of “cryptomall” is that it can secure the liquidity of coins by

partnering with other coin issuing companies and introducing it to payment on
“cryptomall”. We aim to provide liquidity to all cryptographic assets, and our mission is
to contribute to the culture of humanity thrugh “cryptomall”.
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Chapter 2
What is "cryptomall"?

Chapter 2

Section 1

What is "cryptomall"?

Regarding “cryptomall” products

“cryptomall” has more than 1 million items. “cryptomall” uses the blockchain to
contribute to the human and social life culture through IT and build a unique economic
sphere.

Section 2
Item 1

Features of “cryptomall”
Total number of products: 1,000,000 or more

“cryptomall” is used in the living area, from difficult-to-handle products such as luxury
brand products (with warranty), luxury accessories (with certificate), luxury home appliances,

luxury furniture, and luxury watches. We handle a wide range of necessary products.
Item 2

Total sales price

We handle products with a total value of over 1 trillion yen. At present, expensive products
are the main products, but we plan to increase the variety of products we handle in the

future.
Item 3

Total number of product categories

We handle over 3,000 products in all categories.
10

Section 3

How to partner

If you are considering a business alliance with “cryptomall” or would like to introduce
“cryptomall”, please see below.

https://cryptomall.org/user_data/alliance
* Business tie-ups will be decided after strict examination. Please note that we may refuse
business alliances depending on the results of the screening.

Section 4

Inquiries

“cryptomall" exclusive agency (Japan branch) ：
“cryptomall" support
Email： support@crypto-mall.org

Section 5

Summary

With the above features, “cryptomall” is a shopping mall dedicated to “social
contribution” crypto assets (virtual currency), boasting the largest number of products in
history.
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Chapter 3
“cryptomall” and Blockchain

Chapter 3

“cryptomall” and Blockchain

Section 1
Item 1

Why Blockchain
Purpose of using blockchain

Many companies that have long used blockchain in their businesses have solved
business problems with technology, and many are financial companies. Blockchain

technology is now widespread in various industries and is expected to continue to affect
many businesses and social systems.

Item 2

“cryptomall” and Blockchain

Blockchain has a lot more potential, especially in the e-commerce market and
applications. We believe that “cryptomall”, the bridge between the e-commerce market
and the crypto asset market in the blockchain industry, has endless possibilities.
In addition, I feel that “cryptomall” will be able to lead the e-commerce industry in the
future by advocating a completely new form of e-commerce using blockchain technology.

Section 2

Issues surrounding the traditional e-commerce market

Traditional e-commerce has several problems.
For example, exhibiting counterfeit goods, cyber attacks with site vulnerabilities, troubles
where products cannot be delivered etc. Surveys of e-commerce users show that as many
as 23% of users, or one in four, have experienced problems using online shopping.
(Source: Research by Japanese Law Information Co., Ltd. https://nlinfo.co.jp/)
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Section 3

Solution using blockchain

When we mentioned the means to solve various problems in Chapter 3, Section 2, we
listed the blockchain.
For example, when opening counterfeit goods, we can take advantage of the fact that
the blockchain cannot be tampered with. In other words, proof of “authenticity” can be
made on the blockchain, and anyone can view it.
In addition, by visualizing the transaction history with purchase data customers using a
blockchain, the transparency of logistics is increased and safe and secure transactions can
be realized. This protects customers from troubles such as “products not reaching”.
In addition, using a blockchain, as well as a customer, makes it easier for sellers to prove
that the site is reliable.
From these things, you can see that e-commerce and blockchain are unusually

compatible.
Fill out on blockchain

Section 4

Summary

As the number of commercially deployed blockchain projects grows, the business value
of retail and e-commerce is projected to reach US $ 166 billion by 2030.
In the retail and e-commerce sectors, blockchain technology can be expected to become
an inevitable technology. And by adopting blockchain technology, companies can have
even more opportunities for direct relationships with their customers and better
understand their needs and behaviors.
Then, from the next chapter, we will introduce the use of blockchain in “cryptomall”.
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Chapter 4
Use of general products and blockchain

Chapter 4

Use of general products and blockchain

Section 1
Item 1

Why blockchain

Eradication of "Fake / Pakuri" products

As the market size of e-commerce expands every day, all kinds of “Fake / Pakuri”
products are manufactured. The most prominent among them are “luxury brand
products”. The purpose of “cryptomall” is to eradicate “Fake / Pakuri” products
spread around the world.“cryptomall” aims to be a “shopping mall where you can buy
genuine products with confidence”.

Section 2
Item 1

"Fake / Pakuri" products from Asia

Chinese e-commerce situation

China‘s e-commerce market is growing every year. In the past, expensive PCs were
indispensable to access the Internet. Therefore, the Internet was available to high-income
earners at that time.
However, with the spread of low-cost smartphones in recent years, the Internet

population has grown rapidly. At present, the e-commerce market has become the No. 1
market significantly different from the United States. In addition, the e-commerce market
in China is particularly exciting, and the sales of “Single Day” big sale on November 11
are increasing year by year. In 2018, the total sales of two major e-commerce sites in China
(Alibaba / JD.COM) in one day It has reached “5,971.2 billion yen”. (Source: Nikkei BP,

November 12, 2018)
This is China, where the e-commerce market is prospering, but on the other hand, it has
a “Fake / Pakuri” problem. Alibaba, one of China‘s leading e-commerce sites, is
flooding with fake Pakuri products, and the high-end brand industry has been stigmatized
as saying “Alibaba is the most dangerous and harmful enemy.” (Source: “IP Pro The
Internet” May 31, 2016)
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In addition, Gucci has filed a lawsuit against the Chinese government for trademark
infringement, alleging that China is promoting sales of the “counterfeiting business,”
which handles “Fake / Pakuri” products.

Of course, major e-commerce sites are investing huge sums to crack down on “Fake /
Pakuri” products to overcome this situation. Alibaba identifies as many as 600 million
images every day. If the system determines that it is a fake, it takes immediate action to
block the purchase. The company purchases more than 100,000 items every year for over
100 million yuan (approximately 1.62 billion yen). We are conducting product sampling
surveys.“JD.COM” has strict standards for online store qualifications, procurement
routes, and product warehousing inspections. (Source: September 3, 2018“New Oriental
News")
However, despite taking such a huge amount of investment, it has yet to eradicate

“Fake / Pakuri” products.

Item 2

The "Fake / Pakuri" problem spread around the world

The “Fake / Pakuri” problem that spreads in China has been seen as a problem not
only in China but also around the world.The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO), Imports
of counterfeit goods and pirated goods are approaching $ 500 billion (approximately ¥
56,537.5 billion yen), equivalent to about 2.5% of the world trade value.

(Source: Japan Customs Association, April 18, 2016)
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US and European brands have suffered the most.
In addition, these products are not limited to luxury goods such as luxury brand bags,
but also cover a “Fake / Pakuri” wide range of fields, from manufacturing parts to
pharmaceuticals and food. With regard to pharmaceuticals and foods, there are also
malicious substances that contain harmful substances and cause health damage, and
countermeasures against “Fake / Pakuri” products are urgently required around the
world.

Section 3

Problems with Measures for Modern "Fake / Pakuri"
Products

With the spread of “Fake / Pakuri” products, the arrest rate for counterfeit goods and
pirated goods in each country is increasing year by year, and organizations are being

created to prevent counterfeit goods and pirated goods from entering the market. In
addition, dealers gain the trust of consumers by handling only products with guarantee
cards (guarantee cards) or selling them as authorized dealers.
However, malicious dealers buy second-hand guarantee cards (warranties), forged
guarantee cards (warranties), and sell them together with “Fake / Pakuri” products.
There are also dealers who claim to be authorized dealers but do not actually have the
qualifications. And it is very difficult for consumers to determine.

While the crackdown on crackdowns has increased and the rate of arrests for malicious
dealers has been increasing, the reality is that the method of selling “Fake / Pakuri”
products has become more sophisticated year by year.

Section 4

New Measures to Eliminate "Fake / Pakuri" Products

By fusing blockchain technology with all forms of microchips and building a contract
platform, we will eradicate “Fake / Pakuri” products.
For example, a fiber type microchip. This is embedded in products during the
manufacturing process, and product information is registered on a platform using
blockchain.Then, since the transaction record is recorded as immutable data on the
blockchain, security can be easily proved and highly reliable transactions can be

performed.
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Step１
Development of "fiber type 'ultra' small microchip"
We will develop a "fiber type 'ultra' small microchip" that can be

incorporated into any product. "Fiber-type 'ultra' small
microchip" is a microchip that is so small that it can be woven
into threads used for sewing.

Step２
Introduced "fiber type 'ultra' small microchip"
We will incorporate "fiber type ′ultra' ultra-small microchips"
into branded products where authenticity is important.
Since it is a "fiber type 'ultra' ultra-small microchip", it does not
disturb the product design.

Step3
Development of contract platform on original blockchain
We develop a contract platform using our own blockchain. The
contract platform records the product information,
manufacturing process, and delivery process of products
containing "fiber type 'ultra' small microchips". Then, the

transaction records of the products containing "fiber type" 'ultra'
small microchips" are recorded as tamper-proof data, which
anyone can view. However, the personal information of the
buyer will not be disclosed.

Step4
Authenticity check using smartphone
The buyer can confirm the authenticity of the product by
holding the smartphone over the product and reading the "fiber

type 'ultra' small microchip".
This is because the buyer can browse the information on the
contract platform and know the date of manufacture of the
product, the country of manufacture, and the route by which the
product was delivered to him. In other words, the buyer can get
a safe and secure product without lying.
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Section 5

Development of an original blockchain system
Blockchain type

Public blockchain

Private blockchain

There are two types of blockchains: "public blockchain" and "private blockchain".
"Public blockchain" is a highly transparent blockchain where anyone can view all
information. On the other hand, since you can see all the information, from the perspective
of personal information, there is a risk that an individual can be identified.
"Private blockchain" is a blockchain that allows you to restrict access to information.
While it loses some transparency, it has the flexibility of keeping private information and
other information private.
So we develop our own private blockchain system. In other words, it is possible to

protect the purchaser by disclosing information that should be transparent such as
product information, manufacturing country, and the process leading to sales, and hiding
information that should not be disclosed such as personal information.
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Section 6

Summary

With the availability of products from all over the world via the Internet, the electronic
trading (EC) market is growing year by year. In the process, a large number of people,
regardless of individuals or corporations, have been damaged by the “Fake /Pakuri”
product, and a huge amount of money has been used to prevent it.
The use of block chain and microchips in retail and e-commerce enables transparent
and reliable transactions.
So you get the best safe and secure shopping experience.
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Chapter 5
Origin and active use of

“blockchain"

Chapter 5
Section 1

Origin and active use of “blockchain"
Eradication of fake products of origin

The “camouflage of origin” problem, in which the origin of production is falsely
displayed, is not only betraying the consumer's trust in the quality, but also has malicious
and dangerous cases that may cause a loss of life. To protect food safety, "cryptomall" aims
to eradicate the "counterfeit problem of origin" spread all over the world.

Section 2

Background to the problem of camouflage of origin

Interpol (International Criminal Police Organization) and Europol (European Police
Organization), with the cooperation of 61 countries around the world in April 2017, seized
the fake foods as "9,800 tons", "26.4 million liters", "13 million items", announced about this.

(Source: April 25, 2017 Press Release "EUROPOL")
"Counterfeiting places of origin" have been exposed in various countries around the
world. In Europe, counterfeiting of the origin of mineral water, wine and olive oil has been
carried out. There are also foods with allergy marks mixed in the food, which are malicious
behaviors that neglect health and cause harm to others.

Section 3

Current Problems of Preventing Disguise of Origin

Many of the problems with camouflage of origin are that there are many times when it is
possible to camouflage of origin. Brand names can be spoofed at the time of shipment from
farmers or dairies, or retailers can disguise themselves as high-brand production areas to
sell higher to consumers. At restaurants such as restaurants, it is easy to disguise by cooking

even if the place of origin is different from the one shown on the menu.
Due to the fact that the sample investigation or report revealed the forgery, it is likely that
only a few companies will appear in the news.
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Section 4

New measures to eradicate disguise of origin

Blockchain platform

Register individual
number of cow

Confirm the individual
information by reading
it with a QR code

Brand beef
№123456789
******FARM
USA.**** ***0-0-0

Brand beef
№123456789
******FARM
USA.**** ***0-0-0

By building a database sharing platform using a blockchain, we will eliminate "camouflage
of origin" products.
For example, the cow's individual number is registered by the producer on a database
sharing platform that makes full use of blockchain technology. Then, the customer can
access the platform to track the details of the product distribution without giving the

opportunity to disguise the place of origin.

Section 5

Summary

While "food safety" has become a problem, it has been impossible to manage all foods

using conventional systems. The “camouflage of origin” not only causes economic
damage to the producer, but also may endanger the life of the consumer.
The use of blockchain in retail and e-commerce will enable transparent and reliable
transactions.
In other words, consumers are convinced that they can purchase products and protect
their own health.
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Chapter 6
Section 1

Logistics and Use of “Blockchain”
Aiming for safe and secure logistics

New technologies are always worrisome. In particular, you may be worried about the
payment method for "cryptographic asset payment". Therefore, "cryptomall" aims to
introduce "escrow payment" as a payment method to realize safe and secure shopping.

Section 2

Background of the current electronic commerce (EC)

According to the announcement by the Metropolitan Police Department, the number of
consultations on crimes using the Internet in 2016 reached 131,518. Most of them are
phishing scams and fraudulently obtaining money for goods due to undelivered items on
online shopping. This does not include those who feel that the amount of money is small
and that they are troublesome. They can only grieve secretly. That is to say, the number of
victims is more than 131, 518.

Section 3

Current Logistics Issues
Malicious shopping mall (Shopkeeper)

Use

user

・ Commodity does not reach
・ Different products arrive,
etc.

・ I cannot contact you
・ Cannot be returned

In the current e-commerce, the transaction procedure is "① order ⇒ ② payment ＆
receipt ⇒ ③ delivery", and finally the product reaches the user. Therefore, such a process
provides malicious dealers with the opportunity to pay for the goods but not deliver them.
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Section 4

New measures to solve logistics problems

Blockchain platform

❶ payment

❷ Deposit notification

❹ Receiving
evaluation

❺ payment

❸ Shipping
buyer

seller

By introducing "escrow payment" using blockchain, we protect users from malicious
stores and realize safe and secure shopping.
“Escrow payment” is a mechanism that deposits “cryptographic assets” with a
trusted third party (escrow: blockchain) when purchasing a product, and when the product
is safely delivered to the user, the payment is made to the store. By depositing crypto
assets on the blockchain, transactions that are highly transparent and cannot be tampered
with will be possible.

Section 5

Summary

As the volume of electronic commerce increases, the number of frauds using the current
payment system is increasing. While making shopping more convenient, the safety of users
is being jeopardized. Therefore, our "cryptomall" introduces "escrow payment" using
blockchain technology and proposes safe and secure shopping.
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Chapter 7
Section 1

“cryptomall” and Social Contribution
Current situation surrounding donations

In the present age of open innovation, we think that we must make donation activities

that match the present age and permeate society as the technology evolves beyond
national concepts.
Through activities and promotion of "cryptomall", we will work to ensure that the culture
of social contribution and donation is properly recognized.

Section 2

1% of the settlement amount is donated to social
contribution groups around the world

As a social contribution activity, we have a mechanism whereby 1% of sales is
automatically donated.

As a donation target, we will create a mechanism to circulate the funds by donating a
part of the sales to people in need of charity and developing countries.

Section 3

Summary

In this way, the fund circulation of "cryptomall", which considers the whole donation
activity, is a completely new way of thinking and could not be realized by conventional
donation activities, but our "cryptomall" Will propose new forms of donation to the world
through next-generation technology.

Blockchain platform

Anyone can view the
donated amount and
purpose

1% of sales

Social contribution
groups

Donate to ○○
〇〇 Activities

1% of sales is automatically donated to social contribution groups
Purchase

Product
buyer
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Chapter 8
Section 1

Business development with “cryptomall”

Broad Business Development

“cryptomall" is not only in the field of electronic commerce, but also in a wide range of
business development related to crypto assets and blockchain technology. We understand
that the development and stability of "cryptomall" will benefit the holders of “crytomall
Token (XMALL)".
Therefore, we will implement a management diversification strategy and strive to ensure

stable corporate growth.

Section 2

Mining Business

“cryptomall" plans to conduct mining business by taking advantage of the cold climate

of Estonia, which has its headquarters. A portion of the profit generated by the mining
business will be distributed to holders of “cryptomall Token (XMALL)". The number of
dividends will fluctuate depending on the number of “cryptomall Tokens (XMALL)” held.
In addition, the cost of land to build a mining factory in Estonia, labor costs for
maintaining mining machines, security costs for all crime prevention, and the most
important electricity costs for running mining machines tend to be lower than in other
countries. There is.
Furthermore, by using a scheme that allows companies that reuse the heat generated by
mining to purchase it, it is possible to reduce the cost of operating the mining business.

Therefore, the maximum profit of the mining business can be returned to the holder of
“cryptomall Token (XMALL)".

Section 3

Online Game and e-Sports Business

“cryptomall" plans to conduct an online game business. Game development has already
been completed, and we have a rich lineup of more than 500 types. You can also purchase
chips for online games with “cryptomall Token (XMALL)".
In addition, in the baccarat game, you can play as a full-fledged game by using images
shot with a fixed-point camera. You can have a realistic experience as if you were there.
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Section 4

Actual Store Sales Business

“cryptomall" does not only sell online but also stores in stores. In other words, you can
purchase using “cryptomall Token (XAMLL)" in the actual store.
We are already planning to open a pre-store for actual sales in 2020 in Shenzhen, China.
Among the “cryptomall” products, we plan to have a particularly popular product lineup
for actual store sales.

Section 5

Summary

In this way, the fund circulation of "cryptomall " considering the whole donation activity
has taken a completely new way of thinking, and although it was not possible with
conventional donation activities, our "cryptomall " Will propose new forms of donation to
the world through next-generation technology.
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Chapter 9

What we aim for

[“Contributing to human life culture through shopping and crypto asset“
cryptomall coin ”. ]
This is our aim. We want to contribute to more people's life culture and
development as the ultimate goal by "cryptomall", aiming for more people to
get more than shopping experience.
At the core of this is "cryptomall", market liquidity, and the sense of security
that only "real" products are available. We will establish a solid ground that can
be taken for granted when shopping, and then "cryptomall" will aim for further
development.
For example, distribute a portion of the sales to "cryptomall coin" holders.
As a result, a new cycle is created in which various products are purchased

using "cryptomall coins", their sales are connected to "donations", and
"cryptomall coins" are distributed and returned.
In other words, the unique economic zone of "cryptomall coin" will be born. In

such a “cryptomall” economic zone, the convenience and practicality of
crypto assets will be maximized, creating a new life cycle that has never existed
and enriching the “cryptomall

coin” holders.
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Use of Funds

35% for "cryptomall" development costs, 15% for marketing, 15% for security system
improvement, 10% for wallet development, 10% for card development and operation, 5%
for exchange operation, 5% will be allocated to personnel and administrative expenses,
and 5% to legal.

Use of funds
Legal, 5%

Personnel and administrative
expenses, 5%

■ Development costs 35％

Exchange operation, 5%

■ Marketing 15％
■Security system improvement 15%

Card development and
operation, 10%

Development
costs, 35%

■Wallet development 10％
■Card development and operation 10％
■Exchange operation 5％

Wallet development,
10%

■Personnel and administrative expenses

■ Legal

Security system
improvement, 15%

5％

5%

Marketing, 15%
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Roadmap

2018
Project launch

August-September

① Token development started
② cryptomall development
3. "Monthly crypto assets" Vol.7 published September
23, 2018

October-December

① cryptomall α version open
② Dashboard release
3. Private sale started

2019
First quarter

Second quarter

Third quarter

Fourth quarter

2020

① Research and concept development
② Team formation
③ Creation of technical infrastructure

First quarter

Second quarter

Third quarter

① cryptomall β version released
② Selection of cryptomall token (XMALL) listing
destination
③ cryptomall Started accepting payments from other
companies
①
②
③
④

Bitcoin cash payment introduction
Ethereum payment introduced
Introduction of other major token payments
Started accepting companies opening stores in
cryptomall (mainly major companies)
⑤ First IEO started (Exchanges ranked 10th or below in
the exchange ranking)
① Introducing altcoin payment
② Second IEO started (exchanges ranked 10th or higher
in the exchange)
① cryptomall Token (XMALL) Listing
② cryptomall Token (XMALL) payment introduced
① Original wallet development
② Development of cryptomall exchange started

Original chain development

Opened cryptomall exchange

Fourth quarter
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Chapter 12
Section 1

About cryptomall token (XMALL)

Overview of cryptomall token (XMALL)

[ Token name ]

cryptomall token

[ symbol ]

XMALL

[ Issued quantity ]

50 billion

[ Minimum purchase ]

3 Ethereum (ETH)

[ platform ]

Compliant with the ERC20 standard built on the Ethereum
blockchain

Section 2

Lower and Upper limits

[ Soft cap ]

€10 million

[ Hard cap ]

€100 million

[ Max cap ]

Total number of sales: 25 billion (XMALL)
Presale: 15 billion (XMALL)
Country sale: 10 billion (XMALL)

[If the soft cap is not reached]

Section 3

No refund

Token distribution ratio to total number of issuance

Investor ： 46.70％
Marketing & Advisor ：

3.45％

For cryptomall project ：
Establishment ：

23.07％

26.79％

Token distribution ratio to the total number of issued

Establishment, 26.79%
Invester,
46.70%

Invester
Marketing&Advisors
For cryptomall project

For cryptomall

Establishment

project, 23.07%

Marketing&Advisors, 3.45%
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Members & Partners
James Buchanan
CEO
He graduated from the University of Sheffield in East Asian
Studies.
A telecommunications company wholly owned by Fidelity-Lehman
Brothers service company-Walton Japan-Walton Hong Kong

Enrico Rubboli
CIO
Graduated from the University of Perugia.
Bitfinex Limited-Burnside Digital-Digital Science-ELC TechnologyTrade 2win Limited-Easy Market S.p.A.TUI Travel GroupTomware-Tecate Institute-Sphera Software

Huang Bangjie
CTO
Graduated from the Department of Energy, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University.
Wonders Group Co., Ltd.(Shanghai)-Chubu Sangyo Co., Ltd.-YSC
Express Co., Ltd.-Global Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

Megumi Tsuji
CLO
After graduating from Osaka Prefectural Otemae High School,
entered the University of Tokyo.
Graduated from the Faculty of Law in 1973.
Registered as a lawyer in 1981. He belongs to the Tokyo Bar
Association and is a member of the Japan Bar Association Judicial
System Research Committee. Registered as a patent attorney in
1991.

Su Wen
CMO
Graduated from Suzhou University.
25 years of web system development experience. 3 years of
blockchain development experience.
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Members & Partners
Luca Cotta
Strategic advisor
ETHLend - ICObench - www.btc4buy.com - Asd ScenArt

Tim Chen
Marketing strategist
Graduated from Sydney Institute of Technology Australia.
BitQue Ltd, UK-Infinity

Baruto Kaito

Strategic advisor
Estonian politician and former professional sumo wrestler.
After retiring from Sumo, he returned to his native Estonia to
become a politician in 2018.
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Media

Section 1 Published in the media
"Monthly crypto assets" vol.8
Published September 23, 2018
Publisher: VCG Inc.

https://www.amazon.co.jp/月刊仮想通貨-2018年-11月号-vol-8/dp/B07GW2MZS7

"Monthly ICOMAGAZIME" Volume 3 (Separate volume notebook) published
Published September 11, 2018
Publisher: Hirakawa Publishing Co., Ltd.
https://www.amazon.co.jp/ICO-MAGAZINE-アイシーオーマガジン-Volume3歌の手帖別冊/dp/B07GWSQJFB

"Monthly virtual currency " July 2019 issue vol, 16
Published May 21, 2019
Publisher: VCG Inc.
https://www.amazon.co.jp/月刊仮想通貨2019年-7月号-vol-16/dp/B07R37ZTKD

Section 2 WEB media posting
[cryptomall] No fake thing! From the application of blockchain technology to selling only
the "real thing"! Unique interview with the up-and-coming cryptocurrency EC site!
https://coin-otaku.com/topic/34259

Eliminate fake things using blockchain technology! Introducing the whole picture of the
hottest online shopping site that deals only with genuine products.
https://gekkankasoutuuka.com/cryptomall-1/
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Section 1

Related Laws and Regulations

Disclaimer and Compensation

When purchasing "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins", the purchaser must
carefully consider the risks, costs and other disadvantages of the purchase, and make sure
that the buyer himself To buy "cryptomall" on.
This document is provided for information purposes only, and is not intended to solicit

the sale of shares or securities of the Company or affiliated companies. The information
and analysis presented in this document include forward looking statements to
understand the future plans, beliefs and ideas of cryptomall. None of these statements are
the basis for investment decisions. Therefore, the descriptions in this document do not
guarantee future results.
The forward-looking statements in this document contain known and unknown risks that
may affect “cryptomall” and are uncertain. Therefore, you accept the risk that the
"cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" will never be "unlock-up (unfreeze)" as
described below (Chapter 15, Section 8, Item 2). In addition, there is a risk that the
"cryptomall tokens" and the "cryptomall coins" itself will disappear. We consider that the
purchaser acknowledges all such risks. We are not responsible for these risks.
Without limiting the foregoing, we and our affiliates do not warrant that the process of

purchasing "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" will be uninterrupted or otherwise
problematic.
The information contained in this document, our business model, and other terms of use
are subject to change without notice. The purchaser considers this to be understood and
we are not liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage resulting from such changes.

Section 2

Matters concerning restrictions on buyers

The purchase of "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" or similar tokens, citizens of
countries where participation in the token sale is prohibited, or residents of the state, and
other applicable laws Applicable buyers cannot purchase "cryptomall tokens" and
"cryptomall coins".
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Section 3

Privacy

With "cryptomall", it is necessary for the purchaser to provide us with information
necessary for purchasing "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin" such as "name" and
"email address" (hereinafter "personal information"). The Company will not disclose such
personal information without the prior written consent of the purchaser.
We may also contact the email address provided by the purchaser, but the email is for
informational purposes only and does not require the purchaser to provide any
information.

Section 4
Item 1

Privacy Policy

Collection and use of personal information

We collect and use personal information only for the purposes below for the following
purposes.The collection and use of personal information by our company is due to the
voluntary provision of the purchaser, and if the purchaser is provided personal information,
the purchaser has authorized the use of personal information in accordance with this
privacy policy.

Item 2

Provision of personal information to third parties

We will not disclose or provide personal information to third parties except in the
following cases.
(1) When it is necessary for the business to be performed by our subcontractor
(2) When the purchaser agrees in advance
However, in some cases, information may be disclosed to a third party based on
legitimate reasons such as laws and regulations.

(Example: When requested by a public institution such as a court or police)
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Item 3

Management of personal information

We will endeavor to prevent leakage, loss, damage, etc. of personal
information, and will properly manage the personal information we receive in
order to keep it accurate and up-to-date.

Item 4

Outsourcing management

When outsourcing the handling of personal information to outside parties, we
will properly manage and provide guidance so as to prevent information
leakage and secondary use.

Item 5

Disclosure, correction and deletion of information contents

If the purchaser wishes to disclose, correct or delete the personal information
provided to us, we will confirm the identity of the individual and promptly
respond within a reasonable range.

Section 5

Risk Disclosure

The purchase of "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" is risky. Buyers should
carefully consider the risks listed below and, if there is something they do not understand,
consult an attorney, accountant, tax accountant or other expert to the extent necessary.
This document does not provide financial, legal or tax advice. Therefore, any other
information we provide should not be construed as financial, legal or tax advice.
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Item 1

Regulatory Uncertainty Risk

Blockchain and crypto asset related technologies are overseen and controlled by various
regulatory agencies around the world. A country that opposes the expansion of the use of crypto
assets in its own domestic transactions may issue restrictions on the use of crypto assets. This may
limit the issuance, distribution, and exchange of "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins."

Item 2

Risks associated with network use

It is recommended that "cryptomall" and the "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" be used
and purchased only by individuals, entities or companies that have extensive experience with tokens

and blockchain based software systems and knowledge of their use and complexity.
If the purchaser does not have the necessary experience or expertise, hire a specialized advisor to
purchase a "cryptomall token" or "cryptomall coin" and have a legal, economic, tax, or other expert
We encourage you to get advice from.
In addition, although we make our best efforts to create liquidity for "cryptomall tokens" and
"cryptomall coins", we cannot guarantee it. Even if a developer uses a global crypto asset to build a
system that allows them to pay for their services, their value can be limited by lack of users, small
transactions, and many other factors. ..

Item 3

Risk related to legal binding

The "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" are not publicly or legally binding investments of any
kind. Therefore, the sale of "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" has not been notified to
securities regulators.
However, as blockchain and public guidelines for crypto assets are in the process of change,
supervisors may seek increased regulatory control over their sale.

Item 4

Tax risks

We do not provide any tax advice regarding the purchase of "cryptomall tokens" and
"cryptomall coins". Tax uncertainties regarding crypto assets may or may not be subject to
income tax, value added tax, capital gains tax and other forms of tax.
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Item 5

Risks of capital regulation

Many jurisdictions control cross-border capital outflows. Even if the purchase of
"cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" is not currently prohibited or restricted by the
local laws and regulations of the purchaser, it may still be subject to capital regulation.

In other words, if this makes it illegal to transfer tokens from your jurisdiction to an
overseas exchange, you will be subject to fines or regulatory sanctions at your own
expense.

Item 6

Rules on Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism

Purchaser shall not make any illegal or unlawful infringement of "cryptomall tokens" and
"cryptomall coins" including money laundering and terrorist financing.

Item 7

Risk based on external factors

Hackers and other malicious individuals and organizations can interfere with the
availability of contracts or tokens in a number of ways including malware attacks, denial of
service attacks, consent-based attacks, spoofing, and smurfing.
Also, technological advances such as advances in cryptography and the development of
quantum computers could pose a danger to blockchain and encrypted communications. In
addition, these risks may cause the theft or loss of "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall

coins".

Item 8

Risks in using new technology

Blockchain and cryptocurrencies are new technologies. There may be risks that we
cannot anticipate due to technical defects that are not currently discovered.
The risks described in this document and unexpected risks not only affect the value of
"cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins" when risks are actualized, but also cause loss of
some or all of the tokens may be lost.
Although it is a blockchain technology that is currently valuable, technological advances
may affect the asset value of the “cryptomall tokens” and “cryptomall coins” and our
project itself.
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Item 9

Risk of theft or loss

Unlike the bank accounts of financial institutions, "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall
coins" are not insured.
Therefore, even if the theft or technical problem is discovered and the value of

"cryptomall token" or "cryptomall coin" is lost, it cannot be relieved. Of course, there is no
guarantee of redress, refunds or indemnification by public insurance companies such as
private insurance companies.

Item 10 Business risk
Due to the need for sufficient cash to implement the plans described in this document,
the company may implement the sales of "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin" and the
closure of the company's project itself according to the amount of funds raised.
In addition, the blockchain and crypto asset industry is new, and surveillance and
supervision such as investigation and enforcement measures may be strengthened.
Therefore, if the company is subject to various public measures or requires the company's
operation and business reconstruction, it may stop providing services, which will have a

significant adverse impact on the development of the project.

Item 11

Risks related to lockup (freeze)

The "cryptomall tokens" obtained through pre-sale, airdrop, etc. will be "lockup
(freeze)" as described later (Chapter 15, Section 8, Item 1) for 3 months after listing.
After that, all the relevant tokens will be gradually "unlock-up (unfreeze)" described later
(Chapter 15, Section 8, Item 2) in consideration of market conditions up to 1/12.
However, there may be situations where "unlock-up (unfreeze)" is not performed at all.

Section 6

Buyer's representations and warranties

In purchasing the "cryptomall tokens" and "cryptomall coins", the purchaser, having
carefully examined this document and all related documents, represents and warrants to us
that.
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Item 1

Purchaser's authority and ability

The buyer is not subject to the restriction of the buyer stipulated in "Chapter 16, Section
2 matters concerning the buyer's restriction". It is a person who has the right and ability to
purchase "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin" in an appropriate way.

Item 2

Understanding the purchase risk

The buyer shall fully understand the unknown purchase risks and adverse factors not
described in "Chapter 16, section 5 risk disclosure". The buyer shall determine whether it is
suitable to purchase "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin" according to its own

conditions, and be responsible for this.
In addition, accept all such risks and we shall not be responsible for the risks.
In addition, we will not refund any "cryptomall tokens" or "cryptomall coins" once
purchased.

Item 3

proxy purchase not possible

The purchase of "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin" is for personal use only and is

prohibited from being purchased as an agent of a third party.

Item 4

Understanding positioning

The purchaser agrees after confirming that the "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin"
do not represent securities of any form in the buyer's jurisdiction.
We also acknowledge and agree that our promotional activities for "cryptomall token"
and "cryptomall coin" are not intended to solicit securities or solicit investment in securities
in the region of the purchaser.
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Item 5

Understand laws and regulations

Confirm and understand that the purchase of "cryptomall token" and "cryptomall coin" is
not restricted or prohibited by the local laws of the purchaser.
In addition, if there are restrictions on the purchase or possession of "cryptomall token" and
"cryptomall coin," the purchaser must comply with all restrictions imposed at the expense of

the buyer.
The Company shall not be liable for any damage or liability incurred by the Purchaser,
regardless of the reason, regarding the matters expressed and warranted by the Purchaser
and other risks and disadvantages, and the Purchaser shall bear its own responsibility. The
buyer shall bear his own responsibility to deal with the dispute. In addition, regarding the
dispute, our head office location law shall be the governing law.

Section 7

About handling of "cryptomall token“

Item 1 How to grant "cryptomall token"
We will send "cryptomall token" to those who have completed all the token receiving

procedures.
In addition, "cryptomall token" will be collectively given after the sale ends.
The recipient will be the wallet address specified by the purchaser to receive the "cryptomall
token".
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Section 8
Item 1

About lockup (freeze)

What is 'lockup' (frozen)

“Lock-up” is a system that prevents distribution tokens from being sold or transferred
for a certain period after listing.
The "cryptomall token" will be "locked up" (freeze) so that it cannot be sold or
transferred for a certain period after listing, and "lockup release (unfreeze)" will be
implemented during the period specified by the Company.

Item 2

Lock-up release (freeze release)

The “cryptomall token” obtained through pre-sale, airdrop, etc. will be locked up for 3
months after listing.
After that, all the tokens will be capped at 1 / 12. In view of the market situation, it is
planned to "unlock (unfreeze)" the token. However, there may be situations where
"Unlock-up (unfreeze)" is not performed at all.
The "cryptomall tokens" that has been "unlock-up (unfreeze)" will be freely available for
sale or transfer, but please be aware that you may not be able to conduct any transactions
due to the various risks mentioned above.
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Summary

Chapter 16

Summary

E-commerce is expected to grow significantly in the future. Even in countries where the
market size is currently small, it will be clear that the market will grow into a larger market

due to the historical growth rate.
However, in the current electronic commerce, there are many problems that cannot be
solved. As the market scale increases in the future, the problems will become more
apparent.
It is "cryptomall" that can change the current situation. As mentioned in Chapter 3 to
Chapter 7, blockchain and e-commerce business are very compatible with each other and
have the potential to solve various problems. We also have the technical capabilities to

develop a contract platform using blockchain, the product capabilities with a run-up of
more than 1 million points, and logistics. We take pride in being the only one in the world
who can cover all of this.
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conclusion
Our mission is to make all password assets liquid. We can actively trade without using
"cryptomall" and contribute to economic activities. In order to let more people have the

above experience of shopping experience, we will continue to promote the development
of services.
In addition, by donating part of the sales, the goal is to recognize the new economic
circle.
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